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W hy do we evaluate patients with asymptomatic micro-
scopic hematuria (AMH)? The primary concern is that

these patients may have cancer (urothelial, renal, prostate),
urolithiasis, medical renal disease or infections. Studies have
found potentially lethal conditions in up to 10 % of patients
with microscopic hematuria.1 The AUA guidelines are very
strict in their recommendations.2 “All patients 35 years or
older should undergo cystoscopy, and upper urinary tract
imaging is indicated in all adults with AMH in the absence
of known benign causation.” The premise is that this will lead
to the least chance of missing malignancy. One problem for
clinicians is that prevalence of AMH is common, ranging from
9 to 14 %, requiring many evaluations if the guidelines are
followed strictly. Basset et al. studied 9,211 Medicare benefi-
ciaries with incidental hematuria and found that hematuria
evaluations were completed in only 14 %.3 Women were
significantly less likely to undergo a complete evaluation
compared to men (10 vs. 22 %) and 69 % of women failed
to undergo any evaluation. Overall, only 23 % of subjects
were referred to urologists, who performed 98 % of all proce-
dures. Among 403 malignancies identified (4 % of partici-
pants), 81 % were the result of complete evaluations.
A major concern for low rates of evaluation is the poten-

tial delay in diagnosis of cancer. Bladder cancer is diag-
nosed with muscle invasion in 25 % of cases and half of
those patients already have metastatic disease. Evaluation of
patients in a timely fashion could theoretically improve
detection of disease at an earlier stage. There have been
several studies that have developed predictive models using
clinical factors alone or in conjunction with urine-based

tumor markers to improve detection of bladder cancer in
patients with hematuria.4,5 These types of models can iden-
tify most patients with cancer while significantly reducing
the number of evaluations in patients with AMH, but there is
always a risk that some cancers will be missed. Regardless,
the current situation where the vast majority of hematuria
patients undergo little to no evaluation is clearly not opti-
mal. Risk stratification could potentially identify patients at
highest risk to improve the odds that they will undergo
appropriate evaluation.
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